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Abstract
In this paper we propose a decomposition algorithm for convex differentiable
minimization. This algorithm at each iteration solves a variational inequality problem
obtained by approximating the gradient of the cost function by a strongly monotone
function. A line search is then performed in the direction of the solution to this variational
inequality (with respect to the original cost). If the constraint set is a Cartesian product of
m sets, the variational inequality decomposes into m coupled variational inequalities which
can be solved in either a Jacobi manner or a Gauss-Seidel manner. This algorithm also
applies to the minimization of strongly convex (possibly nondifferentiable) costs subject to
linear constraints. As special cases, we obtain the GP-SOR algorithm of Mangasarian and
De Leone, a diagonalization algorithm of Feijoo and Meyer, the coordinate descent
method, and the dual gradient method. This algorithm is also closely related to a splitting
algorithm of Gabay and a gradient projection algorithm of Goldstein and Levitin-Poljak,
and has interesting applications to separable convex programming and to solving traffic
assignment problems.
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1. Introduction
In convex differentiable minimization, one frequently encounters problems whose
solution simplifies considerably if the cost functions were separable. Examples of this
include problems whose constraint sets have product forms (such as the traffic assignment
problem) or are polyhedral [Roc83]. In this case, it is desirable to approximate the original
cost function by a sequence of separable cost functions. The classical gradient descent
method is one example of a method that follows this approach (approximating the original
cost by a sequence of linear costs), but it suffers from slow convergence. Another
example is the coordinate descent method, but the convergence of this method requires the
cost to be in some sense strictly convex and in general applies to only the Gauss-Seidel
version. Recently, Feijoo and Meyer [FeM88] (also see [LiP87] for the quadratic case)
proposed a Jacobi version of the coordinate descent method that circumvents the
difficulties with convergence by introducing a line search at each iteration. Also recently,
Mangasarian and De Leone [MaD88] proposed a matrix splitting method for solving
symmetric linear complementarity problems that also introduces a line search step at each
iteration. In this paper we show that these two methods may be viewed naturally as
special cases of a Jacobi-type feasible descent method. This Jacobi method, at each
iteration, uses as the descent direction the solution to a variational inequality problem
obtained by replacing the gradient of the cost function by a strongly monotone continuous
function. A line search (possibly inexact) is then performed along this direction. A major
advantage of this method is that each strongly monotone function can be chosen arbitrarily;
hence it can be chosen either to match the structure of the constraint set or to match the
structure of the cost function. Furthermore, when the constraint set is a Cartesian product,
it can be implemented in a Gauss-Seidel manner (thus accelerating the convergence rate).
A special case of this Gauss-Seidel method is the classical coordinate descent method
[D'Es59], [Lue84], [Pow73], [SaS73], [Zan69]. It can also be implemented as a dual
method for minimizing strongly convex (possibly nondifferentiable) functions subject to
linear constraints. A special case of this dual method is the dual gradient method [Pan86,
§6]. This algorithm is also closely related to a splitting algorithm of Gabay [Gab83] and a
gradient projection algorithm of Goldstein and Levitin-Poljak [Gol64], [LeP66] - the main
difference being that an additional line search is used at every iteration.
This paper proceeds as follows: In §2, we describe the Jacobi-type feasible
descent method and establish its convergence. In §3 we give a Gauss-Seidel version of
this method for problems whose constraint set is a Cartesian product. In §4 we give a dual

version of this method for minimizing strongly convex functions subject to linear
constraints. In §5 we study the relationship between the new method and those known
and propose applications to separable cost problems and the solution of traffic assignment
problems. Finally, in §6 we discuss possible extensions.
In our notation, all vectors are column vectors and superscript T denotes transpose.
We denote by (.,.) the usual Euclidean inner product and by IIII its induced norm. For
any set S in %9n (n > 1), we denote by cl(S) the closure of S and ri(S) the relative interior of
S. We use 9l+ to denote the nonnegative orthant in 9in. For any closed convex set
Sc 9i n , we denote by [.]S+ the orthogonal projection onto S. For any convex function

f:n--(-oo,oo], we denote by dom(f) its effective domain, by af(x) its subdifferential at x
and by f'(x;d) its directional derivative at x in the direction d. We also denote by f* the
conjugate function of f [Roc70], i.e.
f*(y) = sup x { (y, x)- f(x) },

V ye9t n.

Finally, for any closed set Sc g9n and any function F:S->9+n, we say that F is strictly
monotone if
(F(y) - F(x), y - x) > 0, V xe S, V ye S.
Similarly, we say that F is strongly monotone with modulus (a,;), for some a > 0 and o
> 1, if

(F(y) - F(x), y - x) > ally-xll,

V x S, V ye S.

(1.1)

2. A Jacobi-Type Feasible Descent Algorithm
Consider the following convex program
Minimize f(x)
subject to xE X,

(2.1)
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where X is a nonempty closed convex set in 9Rn and f:X--9t is a convex function. We
make the following standing assumptions:
Assumption A:
(a) f is convex and continuously differentiable on X.
(b) f is bounded from below on X.
Note that we do not assume that (2.1) has an optimal solution. [We remark that our results
also extend to the more general case where f(x) is allowed to tend to +0 as x approaches
the boundary of X. This is because the method that we propose is a feasible descent
method so that we can in effect replace X by its intersection with some level set of f (which
is a closed convex set). The function f is continuously differentiable on this intersection.]
Consider the following feasible descent method for solving (2.1), whereby at each
iteration we solve a strongly monotone variational inequality problem to generate the
descent direction:

NPPD Algorithm:
Iter. 0 Choose any a > 0, a > 1, and x 1 e X. Also choose any continuous function
W:XxX---9 n such that W(.,x) is strongly monotone with modulus (a,a) for each
xe X.
Iter. r Compute yr to be the unique xeX satisfying the variational inequality:
(W(x,xr) - W(xr,xr) + Vf(xr), y - x) > 0, V ye X,

(2.2)

and perform a line search along the direction yr - xr from xr:
xr+l <- xr +

r(y r - xr),

where Or = argmin{ f(xr + O(yr - xr)) I xr + 0(yr - xr) E X }.

We have called the above algorithm the NPPD (for Nonlinear Proximal Point Descent)
algorithm because, in the absence of the line search step, it looks like a nonlinear version
of the proximal point algorithm [Luq86], [Mar70], [Roc76b] (also see Example 2 in §5).

(2.3)

The choice of the function W is quite crucial in determining the efficiency of this
algorithm. For example, if W(.,x) is chosen as the gradient of a strongly convex
differentiable function defined on X, then (2.2) can be solved as a convex program. [In
general, we can use either the gradient projection method [BeT89, §3.5], or the
extragradient method [Kor76], or a certain splitting algorithm [LiM79] to solve (2.2).]
Moreover, if X has a decomposable structure, then we can choose W to match this
structure and thus simplifying the computation. As an example, suppose that X =
Xlx...xXm for some closed convex sets XC
C

W(xl,...,xm,y) = (Wl(xl,y), W 2 (x 2,Y),

"n l ,

... , Xmc 9n m . By choosing

... ,

Wm(xm,Y)),

where xiE X i and each Wi:XixX-->ini is a continuous function that is strongly monotone
in x i, we decompose the variational inequality (2.2) into m independent variational
inequalities which can be solved in parallel. One possible choice for W i is
Wi(xi,y) = Vif(Yl,. .. ,Yi-l,xi,Yi+l ,.,ym) + p(xi-yi),
where Vif denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to x i and p is any positive scalar
(if f is strongly convex, then p = 0 is also acceptable). In fact, the Feijoo-Meyer method
can be seen to correspond to the above choice of W i with p = 0. [However, convergence
of the Feijoo-Meyer method does not require f to be strongly convex.] Also we remark
that the stepsize or does not have to be computed exactly. It suffices to use any Oe (0,or]
satisfying
3(Vf(xr),yr-xr) < (Vf(xr + 0(yr-xr)),yr-xr) < 0,
if such 0 exits, and to use 0 = Or otherwise, where 3 is a fixed scalar in (0,1) and Or is the

largest 0 for which xr + 0(yr-xr)e X. For example, we can use a variant of the Armijo
rule [Ber82] to compute such a stepsize.
We show below that the sequence of iterates generated by the NPPD algorithm is
in some sense convergent:

(2.4)
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Proposition 1

Let {xr} be a sequence of iterates generated by the NPPD algorithm.
Then every limit point of {xr} is an optimal solution of (2.1).
Proof: Fix any integer r > 0 and let yr be the solution of (2.2). Then
(W(yr,xr)-W(xr,xr)+Vf(xr),y-yr) > 0, V ye X.

(2.5)

Hence (cf. (1.1))
0

< (W(yr,xr)-W(xr,xr)+Vf(xr),xr-yr)
< -allyr-xrll( + (Vf(xr),xr-yr),

so that yr-xr is a descent direction at xr. Suppose that x ° is a limit point of {xr} and let
{xr}rsR be a subsequence converging to x 0 . Since W(.,xr) is strongly monotone, this
implies that {yr}ER is bounded. [For any yeig n such that ainfreR{ Ily-xrll - 1} >
suprR{ IIVf(xr)ll }, we have (W(y,xr)-W(xr,xr)+Vf(xr),xr-y) < Ofor all re R.] By further
passing into a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that {yr}r R converges to some
limit point y-. We claim that x-° = y-. To see this, note that (2.6) and the continuity of Vf
on X implies that
o.

(Vf(x°), yoO-xO) < -allyCo-xoll
Hence if y-

•

x°, then (Vf(x°),y°°-x

(Vf(x° + E(y°-°X

)

< O0
and there exists an £E (0,1] such that

y°O-xOO)
-x)), < .5(Vf(xO),yOO-x°°).

Since {x'x}rR -- x ° and {yr}re R -- y°, this implies
(Vf(xr + e(yr-xr)), yr-xr) < .4(Vf(x°°), y-x°°),
for all re R sufficiently large. This in turn implies that
f(xr + e(yr-Xr)) - f(xr) < .4E(Vf(x-°), yo°-x),

(2.6)

and (cf. (2.3)) Or >2 . Hence, the quantity f(xr+l) - f(xr) is bounded from above by a
negative scalar constant, for all re R sufficiently large. Since f(xr) is monotonically
decreasing with r, it must be that f(xr) - -oo, a contradiction of Assumption A (b).
Since {xr}rER -- x° , {yr}rE R -- x ° , by passing into the limit in (2.5) and using
the continuity of W, we obtain that
(Vf(x°°),x-x)

> 0, V XE X.

Since f is convex, this implies that x° is an optimal solution of (2.1).

Q.E.D.

As a corollary of Proposition 1, we obtain that if f has bounded level sets on X, then {x r}
is bounded and each one of its limit points solves (2.1). If X is itself bounded, then the
strong monotonicity assumption on W can be weakened somewhat:

Proposition 1' Assume that X is bounded and let {xr} be a sequence of iterates
generated by the NPPD algorithm. Then, even if W(-,x) is only strictly monotone
(instead of strongly monotone) for each xe X, every limit point of {xr} is an optimal
solution of (2.1).
Proof: The boundedness of X implies that both {xr} and the sequence {yr} given by
(2.2) are bounded. Hence for each limit point x ° of {xr } we can find a subsequence
{Xr}rER and a y°°E X such that {xr}rER -> xo and {yr}rE R - yOO. Letting y = x- in (2.2)
and passing into the limit as r -- oo, re R (also using the continuity of W), we obtain
(Vf(xO),yOO- xO) <

(W(y),x•) - W(x-,xO), yO -xO).

Since W(.,x ° ) is strictly monotone, if ye • x-, the above inequality would imply (Vf(x°),
ye - x-) < 0 and hence (by an argument analogous to that in the proof of Proposition 1)
f(xr) ---o, a contradiction of Assumption A (b). Therefore yOO = xO.
Since {xr}rER -->x,

{y}rR -->x°°, by passing into the limit in (2.5) and using

the continuity of W, we obtain that
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°
(Vf(x°),x-x

)

20,

V xeX,

so that x ° is an optimal solution of (2.1).

Q.E.D.

In general, the convergence of [xr} remains an open problem. In the special case where f
is Lipschitz continuous on X we can show that {xr} is in some sense approaching the
optimal solution set (recall that x is an optimal solution of (2.1) if and only if [ x Vf(x) ]X+ = x):

Proposition 2

Assume that Vf is Lipschitz continuous on X and let {xr} be a

sequence of iterates generated by the NPPD algorithm. If furthermore W is uniformly
continuous on XxX, then [xr - Vf(xr)]X+ - xr -- 0.
Proof: Since Vf is Lipschitz continuous on X, there exists X > 0 and T1> 0 such that
liVf(y)-Vf(x)ll _< l1y-xllr,

V xc X, V ye X.

Hence the directional derivative (Vf(x),yr-x r ) can increase by at most v0-1'-llyr-xrlll 1+ '
when x is moved from xr along the direction yr-xr by an amount 0 > O. This implies that
(cf. (2.3))
or> min{ 1, ((Vf(xr),xryr)/(X.llyr-xrlll+"T))/ l T}.

(2.7)

Also we have, for all 0'e [0,0r],
f(xr+0'(yr-xr)) - f(xr) =

0

(Vf(xr+0(yr-xr)),yr-xr) dO
(Vf(xr),yr-xr) + X0TnlIyr-xrlll+T dO

<

= (Vf(xr),yr-xr)O' +

X(0')1r+l(T+l1)-lllyr-xrlll+1.

If (Vf(xr),xr-yr)2> llyr-xrll1+1, then (cf. (2.7)) or 2 1, so that (2.8) with 0' = 1 implies
f(xr+l) - f(xr) < -XT

l

(Tl+l)-l-llyr-xrlll+T.

(2.8)
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Otherwise, Or > ((Vf(xr),xr-yr)/(,-Illyr-xrlll+Tl))ll so that (2.8) with 0' = ((Vf(xr),xr-yr)
/( Illyrxr'lll+I))l/rl implies
f(xr+l) - f(xr) < -[(Vf(xr),xr-yr)/llyr-xrll]1+1/n1-l(l+l1)-l-1/Tl
which, together with (2.6), implies
f(xr+l) - f(xr)

< --[0Iyr-xrl-ll 1'+l/l.Tl(Tl+1 -1.

/-ll.

Hence, in either case, yr-xr -- 0. Now
II[xr-Vf(xr)]x+- xrll

= II[xr-Vf(xr)]X+-

[yr-W(yr,xr)+W(xr,xr)-Vf(xr)]X+

+ [yr-W(yr,xr)+W(xr,xr)-Vf(xr)]X+ - yr + yr - xrll
< II[xr-Vf(xr)]X+ - [yr--W(yr,xr)+W(xr,xr)-Vf(xr)]X+II
+ Ii[yr-W(yr,xr)+W(xr,xr)-Vf(xr)]x+ - yrll + Ilyr - xrll
< IIxr - yr + W(yr,xr)-W(xr,xr)ll + 0 + Ily r - xrll,

where the first inequality follows from the triangle inequality and the second inequality
follows from (2.2) and the fact that the projection mapping [-]x + is nonexpansive (with
respect to the L 2 -norm). Since yr-xr -- 0 and W is uniformly continuous, this proves our
claim.

Q.E.D.

Note that the conclusion of Proposition 2 holds even if (2.1) does not have an optimal
solution. Proposition 2 is useful in certain dual applications for which f does not have
bounded level sets (see §4 and Examples 3 and 7 in §5).

3. A Gauss-Seidel Algorithm
In this section we consider the convex program (2.1) again, but in addition to
Assumption A we make the following assumption:
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Assumption B: X = Xlx...xXm, where each X i is some closed convex set of 9n2 i
(nl+...+ nm = n).
As we noted in §2, if we choose W in the NPPD algorithm to have the separable form
(2.4), then at each iteration we solve simultaneously m variational inequalities defined on
X 1, X 2 , ... , X m respectively. It is natural then to consider a variant of the NPPD
algorithm whereby we solve these m variational inequalities sequentially and use the
solution to the previous variational inequalities to construct the current variational
inequality. Intuitively, such a Gauss-Seidel variant should converge faster. Below we
describe this method and analyze its convergence:

GS-NPPD Algorithm:
Iter. 0 Choose any a > O, 6 > 1, 0 > 0, and xile X i (i = 1,...,m). For each
is {1,2,...,m}, choose a continuous function Wi:XixX-->9 ti such that Wi(-,x) is
strongly monotone with modulus (a,o) for all xe X.
Iter. r Choose iC {1,2,.. .,m}. Compute y r to be the unique xiE X i satisfying the
variational inequality
(Wi(xi,xr) - Wi(xir,xr) + Vif(xr), yi- xi)

>

0,

V yEii X ,

where xr = (xlr,...,xmr) and Vif denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to
xi. Let dr = yir - xir and compute
xir+l

v< xir+ Ordr,

xjr+l <v xjr,

Vj

i,

where Or = argmin{ f(xlr,... ,Xilr,xir+0dr,Xi+lr,...,Xmr)I xir+0drE Xi, 0 < 0 }.

[Note that if m = 1 and 0 = o, then the GS-NPPD algorithm reduces to the NPPD
algorithm. Also, like the NPPD algorithm, the line search can be inexact.] Let 6(r)
denote the index i chosen at the rth iteration. To ensure convergence of the GS-NPPD
algorithm, we impose the following rule on the sequence {6c(r) }:

(3.1)
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Essentially Cyclic rule: There exists T > m satisfying ( 1,...,m} c {o(r),...,
c(r+T-1)} for all integer r > 1.
[For example, if we choose o(km+j) = j (for k = 0,1,... and j = 1,...,m), we obtain the
cyclic relaxation method.] For each ie {1,...,m}, denote
R i = { r > 1 1I6(r)= i 1.
We have the following convergence results regarding the GS-NPPD algorithm (cf.
Propositions 1 and 2):

Let {xr = (xlr,...,xmr) } be a sequence of iterates generated by the GSNPPD algorithm under the Essentially Cyclic rule. Then each limit point of {xr} is an
optimal solution of (2.1). If furthermore Vf is Lipschitz continuous on X and each W i is
uniformly continuous on XixX, then [xr-Vf(xr)]x+ - xr - 0.
Proposition 3

Proof: For each r, let ya(r)r be given by (3.1) and let yjr = xjr for all j • 6(r). Let yr =
(ylr,...,ymr) and let {xr}reR be a subsequence of {xr} converging to some x ° . Further
passing into a subsequence if necessary, we will assume that (c(r),...,g(r+T-l)) is the
same for all re R, say equals (a0,.. .,aT-1) By an argument analogous to that used in the
proof of Proposition 1, we obtain {yr}r R -- x °°. Since IIx+lxrxll < 0Iyr-xrII, this implies
that {xr+l-xr}reR -- 0 and hence {xr+l }reR - x°°. Proceeding in this way, we obtain
that {xr+j}reR -- x ° and {yr+J}re R -- x ° , for every j = 0,1,...,T-1. Since (cf. (3.1))
(Woj(yfjr+j,xr+ij)-Wj(xoj.r+jxr+)+V0jf(xr+j),yj-yojr+j) >0,

V yoje Xj,

for all re R, and Woj is continuous on X jxX, forj = 0, 1, ... ,T-1, we obtain that
(VIljf(x°°),yoj-xj°°o) > 0, V yje Xoj, V j = 0, 1, ... ,T-1.
Since X = Xlx...xXm and (cf. Essentially Cyclic rule) {a0 ,. .. ,(T-_
1 } contains {1,...,m},
°
this implies (Vf(x°°),x-x°°) > 0, for all xe X, and hence x is an optimal solution of
(2. 1\
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Now, suppose that furthermore Vf is Lipschitz continuous on X and each W i is
uniformly continuous on XixX. By an argument analogous to that used in the proof of
Proposition 2, we have that yr-xr <-- 0 and, for each is {1,...,m},
II[xir-Vif(xr)]

i-

xirI < IlWi(yir,xr)-Wi(xir,xr)II + 211yiyr-xirII, V re R i.

Now, fix any is {1,...,m} and, for each r > 1, let t(r) denote the smallest integer greater
than or equal to r such that o(x(r)) = i. Since W i is uniformly continuous on XixX, the
above inequality and the fact yr-xr - O0
implies that
[xi (r)-Vif(x()]xi-

xi

--

0.

(3.2)

Then from the triangle inequality and the fact that xih = xir for h = r, r+l, ... , (r), for all r,
we obtain that, for all r,

I[X.iVif(X )]X i -xill<

[[[xir-Vif(Xh)]
+Irt(r)

i-[Xir-Vif(xh+l)]:+iI

f(X(r))] +

x(r)

0-1
=<xr Vif(xh) - V

if(Xh+l)ii

(r)))] + xi+ + It[x()fx
[xi
-Vf(xx(r)i

<

h=r

X'Ilxh-x

h+11ll + I+I[x(r)_if(dr)

i-

)
r) +if(r)x

II,

where the second inequality follows from the fact that the projection mapping [']xi is
nonexpansive and the third inequality follows from the Lipschitz continuity of Vf (Xand T!
are some positive scalars). Since (cf. Essentially Cyclic rule) '(r) - r < T for all r, this,
together with (3.2) and the fact that xr+l-xr -->0 (since Ilxr+l1-xrll < Ollyr-xrll), implies that
[xir-Vif(xr)] +i - xir -- 0. Since the choice of i was arbitray, this holds for all

iE {1,...,m}. Since X = Xlx...xXm, this in turn implies that [xr-Vf(xr)]x+ - xr -- 0.
Q.E.D.

If f has bounded level sets on X and is strictly convex in each x i, then we can also choose
0 = in the GS-NPPD algorithm and Proposition 3 would still hold (it can be shown,
using the above assumption, that xr+l-xr -4 0). If X is bounded, then the strong
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monotonicity assumption on the Wi's can be weakened much as in Proposition 1'. We
state this result below. Its proof is analogous to that of Proposition 1' and is omitted.

Proposition 3' Assume that X is bounded and let {xr = (x l r,...,xmr)} be a sequence
of iterates generated by the GS-NPPD algorithm under the Essentially Cyclic rule. Then,
even if Wi(-,x) is only strictly monotone (instead of strongly monotone) for each xe X
and each i, every limit point of xr} is an optimal solution of (2.1).

4. Dual Application
Consider the convex program
Minimize
subject to

O(u)
Eu > b,

where :9IP--(-oo,oo] is a strongly convex function, E is an nxp matrix, and b is an nvector. This problem has applications in entropy maximization, linear programming,
network programming, and the solution of symmetric linear complementarity problems
(see [Tse88b] as well as Examples 3 and 7 in §5). Our results also extend in a
straightforward manner to problems with both linear equality and inequality constraints,
but for simplicity we will not treat this more general case here. We make the following
standing assumptions:
Assumption C:
(a) The function ) is closed strongly convex (not necessarily differentiable) and
continuous in dom()).
(b) Dom(q) is the intersection of two convex sets P and Q such that cl(P) is a polyhedral
set and Prri(Q)rn{ u IEu > b} • 0.
Assumption C (b) is a constraint qualification condition which also implies that (4.1) is
feasible. This, together with the fact that q has bounded level sets (since q is strongly
convex), implies that (4.1) has an optimal solution which, by the strict convexity of f, is

(4.1)
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unique. [An example of a convex function t for which cl(dom(o)) is a polyhedral set (but
not necessarily dom(o)) is when q is separable.]
By assigning a Lagrange multiplier vector x to the constraints Eu > b, we obtain
the following dual program
Minimize
subject to

f(x)
x > 0,

where f:9in->S9 is the dual functional given by
f(x) = maxu{ (x,Eu-b) - Q(u) I = 0*(ETx) - (x,b).
[f is real-valued because s is strongly convex, so that q is co-finite [Roc70, pp. 116].]
Since q is strictly convex, f is convex and differentiable. Furthermore, strong duality
holds for (4.1) and (4.2), i.e. the optimal value in (4.1) equals the negative of the optimal
value in (4.2). [To see this, note that the set { (u,w,z) I Eu > w, ¢(u) < z } is closed.
Hence the convex bifunction associated with (4.1) [Roc70, pp. 293] is closed. Since the
optimal solution set for (4.1) is bounded, Theorem 30.4 in [Roc70] states that strong
duality holds.]
The problem (4.2) is clearly a special case of (2.1) and (cf. Assumption C)
Assumption A is satisfied. Furthermore, the constraint set is the Cartesian product of
closed intervals. Hence we can apply either the NPPD algorithm or the GS-NPPD
algorithm to solve this problem. The resulting methods have characteristics very similar to
those of the method of multipliers and the dual descent methods (see §5). Because the
level sets of f are not necessarily bounded, these methods are not guaranteed to find an
optimal solution of (4.2). [In fact (4.2) may not even have an optimal solution.] On the
other hand, we show below that these methods are guaranteed to find the unique optimal
solution of (4.1). To show this, we first need the following technical lemma:

Lemma 1

Let h:9iP->(-oo,oo] be any closed convex function that is continuous in S =

dom(h). Then the following hold:

(4.2)
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(a) For any us S, there exists a positive scalar e such that SnB(u,£) is closed, where
B(u,E) denotes the closed ball around u with radius £.
(b) For any uE S, any z such that u + ze S, and any sequences {uk) -- u and {zk} -- z
such that ukE S, uk + zkE S for all k, we have
limk,Oo sup{h'(uk;zk)} < h'(u;z).
(c) If h is furthermore co-finite, then for any us S and any sequence {uk}e S such that

{h(uk) + h'(uk;u-uk) } is bounded from below, we have that both {u k} and (h(uk) } are
bounded, and every limit point of {uk} is in S.

Proof: We prove (a) only. Parts (b) and (c) follow from, respectively, the proof of
Lemmas 3 and 2 in [TsB87]. Let Y = cl(S)\S. It then suffices to show that YnB(u,£) =
0 for some positive £. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a sequence of points
{yl,y 2 ,... } in Y converging to u. Consider a fixed k. Since yke= Y, there exists a
sequence of points {wkl,wk,2 ,... } in S converging to yk. Since h is closed, it must be
that h(wk,i) -- oo as i -> oo. Therefore there exists integer m(k) for which IIwk,m(k)-ykll <
1/k and Wk,m(k) > k. Then {Wkm(k) k=,2
...
for which h(wk,m(k))

---

0,

is a sequence of points in S converging to u

contradicting the continuity of h on S since h(u) < oo.

Q.E.D.

By combining the above lemma with Propositions 2 and 3, we obtain the main result of
this section:
Proposition 4 If {xr} is a sequence of iterates generated by the NPPD algorithm
applied to solving (4.2) and W is uniformly continuous on 9n+x91+, then {VO*(ETxr) }
converges to the optimal solution of (4.1). The same conclusion holds if {xr} is a
sequence of iterates generated by the GS-NPPD algorithm under the Essentially Cyclic rule
and each W i is uniformly continuous on 9i+nx9I+ (i = 1, ... ,m).
Proof: Since q is strongly convex, Vf is Lipschitz continuous. Hence by Propositions 2
and 3,
[xr-Vf(xr)]+ - xr ---> 0,

(4.3)
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where [.]+ denotes the orthogonal projection onto 9l+ and {xr} is a sequence of iterates
generated by either the NPPD algorithm or the GS-NPPD algorithm under the Essentially
Cyclic rule. To simplify the notation, let ur = VO*(ETxr), let i be the optimal solution of
(4.1), and let U be the constraint set for (4.1), i.e. U = {u I Eu > b }. Then (cf. [Roc70,
Theorem 23.5]) f(xr) = (xr,Eur-b) - O(ur) and Eur-b = Vf(xr) for all r; hence, for all r,
f(xr) > (xr,Eur-b) - O(ur) - (xr,Eu-b)
= -

4(ur) - (ETxr,FU-ur)

> - O(ur) -(r;

r)

where the first inequality follows from the fact that Uis feasible for (4.1) and xr > 0 for all
r; the second inequality follows from the fact that ETxrTe a(ur). Since {f(xr ) } is bounded
from above by f(x ° ) and q is closed, co-finite and continuous in dom(4), the above
inequality, together with Lemma 1 (c), implies that the sequence {ur} is bounded and
everyone of its limit points is in dom(4). Let u° be any limit point of {ur). Since (cf.
(4.3)) [xr-Eur+b]+ - xr -- 0 and xr > 0 for all r, we have, upon passing into the limit, that
Eu °° > b. Hence u°e° dom(O)nU.
We claim that u ° = u. To see this, suppose that u ° Uand let y be an element of
Prhri(Q)rsU. Fix any Xe (0,1) and denote y(X) = Xy+(l-X)ii. Then y(X)e Pnri(Q)rnU
and y(X) u ° . Let {ur}reR be a subsequence of {ur} converging to u ° . By Lemma 1 (a),
•

•

there exists an e > O0
such that dom()r)nB(u°°,) = cl(P)nQnB(u°°,). Since cl(P) is a
polyhedral set and y(X)-u °° belongs to the tangent cone of cl(P) at u ° , this implies that, for
any 6e (0,£),
ur + 6ze P,

V re R sufficiently large,

(4.4)

where z = (y()-u°°)/lly(X)-u°ll. On the other hand, since y(X)eri(Q), ure Q for all r, and
{ur}reRR-- u°, we have
ur + 6ze Q,

V re R sufficiently large.

Since ETxre D4(ur) for all r, 0'(ur;z) > (xr,Ez) for all r. Since u-+ 6ze~ dom(o) and 4 is
continuous in dom(O), this, together with (4.4)-(4.5) and Lemma 1 (b), implies that
0'(u-;z)

> litr,-r,,-R inf (xr,Ez).

(4.5)
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Now [xr-Eur+b]+ - xr -- 0 implies that [Eu°]i = bi for all i such that {xir}reR -/-> 0. Since

Ey(X) > b, this in turn implies that [Ez] i > 0 for all i such that {xir}reR -/* 0, so that
limroo,me R inf

(xr,Ez) > 0.

Hence )'(u°;z) > 0 and therefore q(u°° ) < q(y(X)). Since the choice of Xh (0,1) was
arbitrary, by taking X arbitrarily small (and using the continuity of q within dom(q)), we
obtain that O(u°° ) < (-u). Since u°°E U, u °° is an optimal solution of (4.1). But since (4.1)
has a unique optimal solution %-,it holds that u ° = u.

Q.E.D.
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5. Applications
Below we give some applications of the NPPD algorithm and the GS-NPPD
algorithm and show that they are closely related to a number of existing algorithms.

Example 1 (Gabay's Algorithm) Consider the special case of problem (2.1) where f is
the sum of two continuously differentiable functions g:X--9t and h:X--9R. If we apply
the NPPD algorithm to solve this problem with W(x,y) = Vh(x) + x/c (c > 0), the yr's
generated from solving the variational inequalities (2.2) satisfy
yr = argmin xeX { h(x) + IIx-xrI12/2c + (Vg(xr),x) },
or equivalently,
yr = [ I + c(Vh + F) ]-1[ I - cVg](xr),

where r(.) is the subdifferential of the indicator function for X. Hence the NPPD
algorithm without the line search is exactly the splitting algorithm proposed by Gabay
[Gab83]. In contrast to Gabay's algorithm, neither h nor g has to be convex here (as long
as the function x -->Vh(x) + x/c is strongly monotone) and c can be any positive scalar,
but an extra line search is needed at each iteration.

Example 2 (Gradient Projection and Proximal Minimization) Consider applying the
NPPD algorithm to solve the problem (2.1) with W(x,y) = 11x11 2/(2c) (c > 0). Then the
yr's generated from solving the variational inequalities (2.2) satisfy
yr = argminx{

lx- xr+ cVf(xr)112 }.

Hence the NPPD algorithm without the line search is exactly the gradient projection
algorithm [Gol64], [LeP66]. If we let W(x,y) = Vf(x) + x/c instead, then yr is given by
yr = argminxx{ f(x) + Ilx - xrll2 /2c },
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so that the NPPD algorithm without the line search is exactly the proximal minimization
algorithm [Mar70], [Roc76a].

Example 3 (GP-SOR Algorithm) Consider the special case of (2.1) where X = 9tI and
f(x) = (x,Mx) + (b,x), where M is an nxn symmetric positive semidefinite matrix and b is
an n-vector. This is commonly known as the symmetric linear complementarity problem.
Let us apply the NPPD algorithm to solve this problem with W(x,y) = Qx, where Q is any
nxn symmetric positive definite matrix. Then the yr generated from solving the variational
inequality (2.2) is given by
yr = [ yr - (Qyr + (M-Q)xr + b) ]+.
where [.]+ denotes the orthogonal projection onto Rgt,or equivalently,
yr = [ yr - coE(Qyr + (M-Q)xr + b) ]+,
where E is any nxn diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries and wo is any positive
scalar. If we let K = Q - (coE)- 1 , then the above equation becomes:
yr = [ x r - coE(Mxr + K(y r - xr) + b) ]+.
Hence the NPPD algorithm in this case is exactly the GP-SOR algorithm of Mangasarian
and De Leone [MaD88]. The condition that Q = (OcE)-1 + K be positive definite is identical
to the condition (3.3) in [MaD88]. Some choices for Q that allows yr to be computed
fairly easily are (cf. [MaD88, Corollary 3.3]) (i) Q is diagonal or tridiagonal, and (ii) E =
D- 1 and Q = co- 1D + L, where D (L) is the diagonal (strict lower triangular) part of M and
co0 (0,2) (assuming that M has positive diagonal entries). [Note that f has bounded level
sets on 9n+ if and only if there exists ze qRn such that Mz + b > 0.]
The convergence of the sequence {xr} generated by the GP-SOR algorithm
remains an open question. However, we can prove a slightly weaker (but still very useful)
result by using Proposition 4:
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Proposition 5 Consider any nxp matrix A such that M = AAT and any p-vector w. If
{xr} is any sequence generated by the GP-SOR algorithm, then the sequence {ATxr-w}
converges to the unique optimal solution of the convex quadratic program
Minimize

llu11 2/2 + (w,u)

subject to

Au > -Aw - b.

(5.1)

Proof: The problem (5.1) is a special case of (4.1). By assigning a nonnegative
Lagrange multiplier vector x to the constraints Au > -Aw-b, we obtain the dual of (5.1) to
be exactly the symmetric linear complementarity problem
Minimize

(x,Mx) + (b,x)

subject to

x > 0.

Since this problem by assumption has an optimal solution, its dual (5.1) must be feasible.
Hence (5.1) satisfies Assumption C. By Proposition 4, the sequence {ATxr - w}
converges to the unique optimal solution of (5.1).

Q.E.D.

As a corollary, we have that {Mxr) converges to a unique limit point and that the linear
programming algorithm in [MaD88, §5] is convergent. Alternatively, we can apply the
GS-NPPD algorithm to solve the above problem, say with Wi(xi,y) = Qiixi, where Qii is
some nixni symmetric positive definite matrix. This gives a GS-NPPD method that is
potentially faster (though less parallelizable) than its Jacobi cousin, the GP-SOR
algorithm. Furthermore, if M has a block diagonal structure, then we can partition the
components of x such that each xi corresponds to a block. Convergence of this method
also follows from Proposition 4.

Example 4 (Coordinate Descent) Consider the special case of (2.1) where X =
Xlx...xXm, for some closed convex sets X 1 , ... , Xm (cf. Assumption B). Furthermore
let us assume that f has bounded level sets on X and that f(xl,...,xm) is strictly convex in
each xic X i (with the other xj's fixed). Let us apply the GS-NPPD algorithm to solve this
problem with W i chosen to be
Wi(xi,y) = Vif(yl,... ,Yi-l,xi,Yi+l,...,y m),

V i.
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Then it is easily seen that, for each r, yir given by (3.1) minimizes
f(xlr,.. .,Xi lr,xi,xi+lr,..,Xm r) over all xir X i. Hence if we choose 0 = +oo in the GS-

NPPD algorithm, then xir+l = yir for all r and the algorithm reduces to the classical
coordinate descent method [D'Es59], [Lue84], [Pow73], [SaS73], [Zan69]. Because the
level sets of f are bounded, the GS-NPPD algorithm is effectively operating on a compact
subset of Xlx...xXm, and it follows from Proposition 3' that it converges (see [BeT89,
§3.3.5], [Tse88c] for related results).

Example 5 (Traffic Assignment) Consider a directed transportation network consisting
of p nodes and n arcs. On this network, a total of m commodities are to be sent from
certain origins to certain destinations. Associated with the jth arc is a scalar cost function
fj. A total of 0 units of commodities sent on the jth arc incurs a cost of fj(0). The
objective is to determine the amount of each commodity to send on each arc in order to
minimize the sum of the arc costs while meeting all of the demands. This problem, known
as the traffic assignment problem [AaM81], [BeG82], [ChM88], [Daf80], can be
formulated as the following nonlinear multicommodity problem:
n

Minimize
subject to

I fj(xlj+x2j+...+Xmj)

j=l

Ax1

= bl,
Ax 2

= b2 ,
Axm = b m ,

0 < xij < uij, i = 1,2,...,m, j = 1,2,...,n,
where A is the pxn node-arc incidence matrix for the network, uij > 0 is the capacity of the
jth arc for the ith commodity, xij is the amount of the ith commodity sent on the jth arc, x i
is the n-vector (xil,xi 2 ,. . .,xin), and fj:[0,X i uij]--9R is a convex differentiable function.
Let X denote the Cartesian product [0,ull]x[0,u1 2]x. ..x[0,umn]. We assume that (5.2)
has a feasible solution, which, in view of the compactness of X, implies that (5.2) has an
optimal solution.
The problem (5.2) is clearly a special case of (2.1) and therefore we can use either
the NPPD algorithm or the GS-NPPD algorithm to solve (5.2). If we use the NPPD

(5.2)
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algorithm, a reasonable choice for W:XxX-->91mn that uses information about f is the
function given by (cf. (2.4))
W(x,y) = (..., Vfj(xij +Xki Ykj) + Pij(xij-Yij), -

.)i=l,...,m;
j=l,...,n,

where each Pij is a positive scalar. [If fj is furthermore strictly convex, then (cf.
Proposition 1') Pij = 0 is also permissible.] With this choice of W, each iteration involves
the solution of m separate single commodity flow problems and, like the Chen-Meyer
algorithm [ChM88], these problems can be solved in parallel on a MIMD machine. If we
use the GS-NPPD algorithm, a reasonable choice for X i is X i = [O,uil]x...x[O,uin] and

for Wi:XixX-->R n+mn is the function
Wi(xi,y) = (..., Vfj(xij +Xk~i Ykj) + Pij(xij-Yij), .

=)j .....
l

,

where each Pij is a positive scalar. [If each fj is furthermore strictly convex, then Pij = 0 is
also permissible.] In either case, each single commodity flow problem that we solve has a
separable strictly convex cost and can be solved by one of a number of methods [BHT87],
[FeM88], [DeK81], [Mil63], [Roc83].

Example 6 (Dual Gradient Method) Consider the convex program (4.1) (under
Assumption C). Suppose that we apply the NPPD algorithm to solve this program with
W(x,y) = Hx, where H is an nxn symmetric positive definite matrix. Since W is
uniformly continuous, the resulting method converges in the sense of Proposition 4. For
quadratic cost problems with equality constraints, this reduces to the dual gradient method
proposed in [LiP87, Theorem 4.4.1] and in [Pan86, §6]. In practice, this method can be
implemented as follows: At the rth iteration, first compute ur to be the unique minimizer of
the function 4(u) - (xr,Eu) over all u. Then update the Lagrange multiplier vector by
xr+l = xr + Ordr,

where d r = H -1(b-Eur) and Or is the Kuhn-Tucker vector for the knapsack problem
min{ (u) - (xr,Eu) I (dr,b-Eu) = 0 1if d r > 0; otherwise Or is 6r plus the Kuhn-Tucker
vector for the knapsack problem min{ (u) - (xr + ordr,Eu) I (dr,b - Eu)
the largest 0 for which xr + Odr > 0.

<

0 }, where Or is
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Example 7 (Dual Splitting Method) Consider the convex program (4.1) (under
Assumption C), and let us further assume that the cost function phas the following
separable form
O(w,z) = l(w) +(z)

where rl:9ml1-(-oo,oo] and

:9tm2-(-oo,oo] are closed strongly convex functions

(ml+m2 = m). We show below that, by choosing the function W in the NPPD algorithm
appropriately, we obtain a decomposition algorithm for solving this separable program.
Let us partition E into E = [A B] corresponding to w and z. Then the dual of this
convex program (cf. (4.2)) can be written as
Minimize
subject to

h(x) + g(x)
x > 0,

where h:9in->91 and g:9n--S9 are dual functionals given by
h(x) = l*(ATx) - (x,b),
g(x) = *(BTx).
Let us apply the NPPD algorithm to solve this dual problem with W(x,y) = Vh(x) + x/c
(c > 0) for all r, and let {xr}, {yr} denote the sequence of iterates thus generated. Then
we have (cf. Example 1)
yr = [ I + c(Vh + F)]-l[ I-

cVg](xr),

where r denotes the subdifferential of the indicator function for 9v+, or equivalently,
yr = [ xr + c(b - Awr - Bzr) ]+,
where [.]+ denotes the orthogonal projection onto 9i n and zr and wr are given by
Zr

=

argminz{fr(z) - (xr,Bz) },
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wr = argminw{ T1(w) + II[ xr + c(b - Aw - Bzr) ]+112/2c }.

Hence yr can be obtained by solving two (explicitly) unconstrained problems in z and in w
respectively. In fact, the above computation of yr is equivalent to an iteration of the
alternating minimization algorithm [Tse88a], but has the additional advantage that c is not
upper bounded by the curvature of Nf. On the other hand, we require that 11 be strongly
convex and that an additional line search be made at each iteration. [The line search can be
performed by solving a knapsack problem analogous to that described in Example 6.]

6.

Extensions

There are a number of directions in which our results can be extended. For
example, we can use the more general function W(.,xr,xr-l,...,xr-d) (d > 1) in the NPPD
algorithm instead of W(.,xr). This would allow more of the past history to be used. Also
we can allow W to change dynamically, i.e. replace W by some strongly monotone
function Wr at the rth iteration. It can be shown that Proposition 1 still holds provided that
in addition {W1, W 2 , ... } is a family of pointwise equi-continuous functions in the sense
that, for any xe X and any e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that IIWr(y,x)-Wr(x,x)ll < e for all
r and all x, ye X such that IIx-xll < 6, IIx-yll < . Similarly, it can be shown that
Proposition 2 still holds provided that {W 1, W 2 , ... } is a family of equi-continuous
functions (in addition to being strongly monotone) in the sense that, for any e > 0, there
exists 8 > 0 such that IIWr(y,x)-Wr(x,x)ll < e for all r and all x, ye X such that IIx-yll < 6.
[For example, we can in Example 6 permit the matrix H to change with each iteration,
provided that the eigenvalue of H remains bounded.] Analogous generalizations also hold
for the GS-NPPD algorithm.
A generalization of the GS-NPPD algorithm is to choose a finite collection of
nonempty subsets MjC {1,...,m} (j = 1,...,K) such that their union Mlu...uMK equals
{1,...,m}. [The Mj's do not have to be disjoint.] At each iteration, we choose an index
je {1,...,K} and solve a variational inequality analogous to (3.1) that involves {xi)}iM; as
the variables. Under the assumption that there exists T' > 0 such that all elements of
{1,...,K} are chosen during every T' consecutive iterations, it can be shown that a
conclusion analogous to that of Proposition 3 holds.
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